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PRIMARY WORLDVIEWS 
By Dr. Stephen Phinney 

 

While there are droves of self-justified worldviews, looking at the basics that affect the End 

Times, there are only six, which matches the number and meaning of the “six” in the book of 

Revelation: (God’s worldview not included) 

1. Following Christian: The word “Christian” is derived from combining the name 

Christ (from the Greek word meaning “anointed one” or “messiah”) and the suffix -

ian (“to have the same qualities as”). In short, Christians are those who follow the 

teachings of Jesus Christ but do not necessarily accept the indwelling Biblical 

principles of “Christ in you.” Simply put, these people follow Christ’s teaching 

instead of releasing Jesus from within AS the teacher. 

2. Islamic Worldview: The Islamic, or Muslim population, derives from the illegitimate 

son of Abraham, Ishmael. Their most recent prophet, Muhammad, established the 

beliefs of the Quran to return its people back to the heritage of Ishmael. They have 

been Israel’s greatest enemies since Ishmael and Isaac fought for the dominance of 

the birthrights of Abraham. Their god is Allah, who is the End Times god of global 

dominance.  

3. Pantheism Worldview: Pantheism is one of the oldest gods of the gentile populous. In 

the Greek, it means all is god. This worldview allows the freedom to believe a wide 

array of belief systems by placing a “god” in objects or universal cosmic ideations 

such as the stars, moon, solar systems, etc.  

4. Naturalism Worldview: Naturalism is the belief in science as a god. Its organic 

meaning is the doctrine that scientific laws are adequate to account for all 

phenomena. Naturalists believe that everything can be explained through natural 

causes (as opposed to supernatural ones). They adhere to Darwinism, secular 

humanism, and Marxism.    

5. Postmodernism Worldview: Postmodernism is an intellectual and philosophical 

movement that rejects modernism, which derived from the European Masonic 

Enlightenment era - universalism.  These believers reject the idea of objective truth 

itself. This means that truth is up to each individual’s perspective. This worldview is 

noted as the top global worldview in our modern era.  

6. Syncretism Worldview: Syncretism defines a belief system that holds to the ideations 

of a worldview made up of a mixture of beliefs and values based on personal 

preference. These people blend all gods into one god. Out of all the Satanic 

worldviews, this is the most dangerous – for it points/directs all global gods to the 

single god, Satan’s Antichrist. This belief system is the most common worldview 
used by those who follow Jesus vs. those who are indwelt by him.   
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These are the six primary identity characteristics of the book of Revelation’s Antichrist. The 

Antichrist will make use of followers of Christ to keep them from authentic salvation before the 

Rapture. He will use the Islamic populous to start a global war with Israel in the end. He will 

allow the world to believe in pantheism to redirect spiritual minds to worship himself through the 

False Prophet. He will use the naturalist group to advance his kingdom through the common 

elements of science. Satan will use the postmodern intellectuals to redirect individualized truth to 

sustain his collective global ideations and methodologies. Finally, Satan’s favorite is syncretism, 
which he will use to blend all gods into himself being a god.  

THE SEVENTH WORLDVIEW: I, nor the Hebrew God, include Satan’s worldview within the 

context of God’s view. God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit’s worldview include: 

• All human beings are born with a sinful nature; every choice humanity makes has 

eternal considerations and consequences. 

• Knowing and receiving Jesus Christ, through the Holy Spirit, into one’s mortal body 

is the only means to salvation – through sanctification within our mortal being, by 

confessing Jesus is Lord, confessing our sins, and dependence on His forgiveness. 

• The entire Bible is TRUTH, which is Jesus is true, reliable, and relevant, making it 

alive and active for every indwelt person in all situations. 

• Absolute moral truth exists because Jesus is moral—those truths are defined by God, 

described in the Bible, and unchanging across time and cultures. 

• The ultimate purpose of human life is for the Father to choose His Son’s Bridal 

member for eternity. 

• The victorious indwelling Life is best understood as consistent obedience to God, 

Jesus Christ, through the indwelling Holy Spirit—in thoughts, words, and actions.  

• All global events, past, present, and future, are orchestrated by God for His Divine 

Holy purposes.  

How does all this affect a Christian's (follower or born-again) worldview?   

Big time!  The six worldviews of Satan affect the view of calamities, hardships, and persecutions 

that have occurred throughout church history – thus strongly affecting God’s mission of 

salvation in Christ before it is too late, which is at the moment of the Rapture. With success in 

Satan’s worldviews, he thinks he can deceive the masses into the fake peace he will offer in the 

Great Tribulation (reign of the antichrist). In our culture today, we already see the global masses 

turning on Israel. And this is the first of many signs that the 6,000 years of humanity are soon to 

come to an end.    

Watch the docudrama & read the article series HERE.  
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